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  BIG BANG 
14 BILLION 
YEARS AGO Hot primordial soup 

  Universe is      
Cooling and 
Expanding 



QUARK/HADRON 
TRANSITION 

 t = 0.01 sec 



Galaxy formation 

 t =1 million years 













1930:  Three possible geometries for the universe 

2000:   The geometry of the universe is FLAT!!!!!! 

















Our Galaxy: 
The Milky Way 

The mass of the galaxy: 

 solar 
masses 





Scematic  
 of typical  
galaxy 







Average Speeds of 
the Planets 

As you move out from 
 the Sun, speeds of the 
 planets drop. 





Lost his nose in a duel, 
 and wore a gold and  
silver replacement. 

Studied planetary orbits. 

Died of a burst bladder 
 at a dinner with the king. 



Orbit of a star in a 
Galaxy: speed is  
Determined by  
Mass 



The speed at distance 
 r from the center of  
 the galaxy is determined 
 by the mass interior to 
 that radius.  Larger mass 
 causes faster orbits. 



Studied rotation curves  
 of galaxies, and found 
 that they are FLAT! 



EXPECTED 
FROM STARS 

OBSERVED: 
FLAT 
ROTATION 
CURVE 















Optical Image X-ray Image from the ROSAT satellite 

Without dark matter, the hot gas would evaporate. 





Dark Matter particles 
 come together to  
 make galaxies,  
 clusters, and larger 
 scale structures 























Only three percent of the Halo can be made of faint stars or brown dwarfs. 







The gravity of the black hole is so strong that anything entering  
   inside the event horizon can never escape, not even light! 





At the center of every galaxy 
 is a very massive black hole, 
 as massive as a million suns. 

These massive black holes 
 form from mergers 
 and are NOT the dark matter. 



At most 20% of the dark matter can be white 
dwarfs, neutron stars, or remnant blackholes. 











A WIMP in the Galaxy  
travels through our               
detectors. It hits a nucleus, 
and deposits 
a tiny amount of energy.  
The nucleus recoils, and 
we detect 
this energy deposit.  

Expected Rate: less than one count/kg/day! 














